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“In the name of Annah the Allmaziful, the Everliving, the Bringer of Plurabilities, haloed be her eve, her
singtime sung, her rill be run, unhemmed as it is uneven!” [F W]

James Joyce

Finnegans Wake
What is it? says John Wyse.
A nation? says Bloom. A nation is the same people living in the same place.
By God, then, says Ned, laughing, if that's so I'm a nation for I'm living in
the same place for the past five years
(Ullyses
James Joyce p12.).
Joyce is celebrated as a great literary pioneer of the last century; one of
the first and foremost writers to make a real and convincing expression of ‘stream of consciousness’, as
a form able to represent beings as a linear flow of thoughts and perceptions rather than to draw
characters from any seeming objective, external perspective. This prose technique requires an initial
effort to follow the run of scrambled impressions, feelings and perceptions but it can trigger or form
into a richer diffusely coherent and sophisticated portrayal of human experience.1
‘Once upon a time and a very good time it was there was a moocow coming down along the road
and this moocow that was coming down along the road met a nicens little boy named baby tuckoo. . . .
‘
[Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man p1]
‘The phrase and the day and the scene harmonized in a chord. Words. Was it their colours? He
allowed them to glow and fade, hue after hue: sunrise gold, the russet and green of apple orchards,
azure of waves, the greyfringed fleece of clouds. No it was not their colours: it was the poise and
balance of the period itself. Did he then love the rhythmic rise and fall of words better than their
associations of legend and colour? Or was it that, being as weak of sight as he was shy of mind, he
drew less pleasure from the reflection of the glowing sensible world through the prism of a language
manycoloured and richly storied than from the contemplation of an inner world of individual
emotions mirrored perfectly in a lucid supple periodic prose?’[ibid]

See endnote Ai

‘Thus the unfacts, did we possess them, are too imprecisely few to warrant our certitude...’[F W]
Parallax is a stylistic term used by Joyce in Ulysses that Bloom encounters in his readings and that
Joyce mentions repeatedly through the course of the novel. A navigational term it refers to the
difference of position of one object when seen from two different viewpoints. These differing views can
be collated to better describe the position of the object. Joyce’s three main characters in the novel 1

The work has since come to assume a preeminent place in English literature, despite its numerous
detractors. Anthony Burgess has praised the book as "a great comic vision, one of the few books of the
world that can make us laugh aloud on nearly every page."
Harold Bloom called the book "Joyce's masterpiece", and wrote that "[if] aesthetic merit were ever
again to center the canon [Finnegans Wake] would be as close as our chaos could come to the heights
of Shakespeare and Dante.
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Stephen, Bloom, and Molly and a range smaller voices and narrative techniques affect our grasp of
characters and events to demonstrate this fallibility and to scramble the possibility of any one single
simple perspective.
Throughout Ulysses and the later Finnegans Wake our understanding of characters and events
must be under continual revision as we consider further and further perspectives and references. In
going beyond this, in the Wake the unconscious and the subliminal in the form of the ‘mythic echo’ of
narrative will constantly be referencing and witnessing itself.
‘ riverrun, past Eve and Adam's, from swerve of shore to bend of bay, brings us by a
commodius vicus of recirculation back to Howth Castle and Environs.
Sir Tristram, violer d'amores, fr'over the short sea, had passencore rearrived from North Armorica
on this side the scraggy isthmus of Europe Minor to wielderfight his penisolate war: nor had
topsawyer's rocks by the stream Oconee exaggerated themselse to Laurens County's gorgios
while they went doublin their mumper all the time: nor avoice from afire bellowsed mishe mishe to
tauftauf thuartpeatrick: not yet, though venissoon after, had akidscad buttended a bland old isaac:
not yet, though all's fair in vanessy, were sosie sesthers wroth with twone nathandjoe. Rot a peck of
pa's malt had Jhem or Shen brewed by arclight and rory end to the regginbrow was to be seen
ringsome on the aquaface.
The fall (bababadalgharaghtakamminarronnkonnbronntonnerronntuonnthunntrovarrhounawnskawntoohoohoordenenthurnuk!) of a once wallstrait oldparr is retaled early in bed and
later on life down through all christian minstrelsy. The great fall of the offwall entailed at such short
notice the pftjschute of Finnegan, erse solid man, that the humptyhillhead of humself prumptly
sends an unquiring one well to the west in quest of his tumptytumtoes: and their
upturnpikepointandplace is at the knock out in the park where oranges have been laid to rust upon
the green since devlinsfirst loved livvy.’

The book treats, in an unorthodox fashion, the Earwicker family, composed of the
father HCE [Henry Chimpden Earwicker], the mother ALP[Anna Livia Plurabelle], and their
three children Shem the Penman, Shaun the Postman, and Issy. Following an unspecified
rumour about HCE, the book, in a nonlinear dream narrative follows his court case and the
gossip engendered, his wife's scattered attempts to exonerate him with a letter, his sons'
struggle to replace him, Shem’s retreat from the world, Shaun's rise to celebrity from the crisis,
and a final monologue by ALP at the break of dawn. The opening line of the book is a sentence
fragment which continues from the book's unfinished closing line, making the work a neverending cycle. Many noted Joycean scholars such as Samuel Beckett link this cyclical structure
to Giambattista Vico's seminal text La Scienza Nuova ("The New Science"), upon which they
argue the whole of F W is structured.
In other words, while crucial plot points – such as HCE's crime or ALP's letter – are
endlessly discussed, in multiple parallax reflections, so the reader never encounters or
experiences them first hand, and as the details are constantly changing, they remain unknown
and perhaps unknowable. Joyce stated this radical approach to language and plot in a 1926
letter to Harriet Weaver, outlining his intentions: ‘One great part of every human existence is
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passed in a state which cannot be rendered sensible by the use of wideawake language,
cutanddry grammar and goahead plot’. Critics have seen precedents for the book's diffuse plot
presentation in Laurence Sterne's famously digressive The Life and Opinions of Tristram
Shandy, Gentleman, a natural touchstone for Joyce as he explained his attempt to build many
levels of narrative with a single unified work. The non-sense work of Lewis Carroll and
Edward Lear with their multi-layered sound linkages and suggestions have also been
mentioned..
Lewis Carroll’s Portmanteau words, joined and jumbled are still very effective and his madeup words 'galumphing' had entered the Oxford English Dictionary. It is defined as a
combination of 'gallop' and 'triumphant', meaning 'to march on exultantly with irregular
bounding movements'. Also the word 'chortled', where it is defined as 'a blend of a chuckle
and a snort'2.
Despite Joyce's revolutionary techniques, the author repeatedly emphasized that the book
was neither random nor meaningless; with the author having stated: "I can justify every line of
my book’ And Sisley Huddleston he stated "critics who were most appreciative of Ulysses are
complaining about my new work. They cannot understand it. Therefore they say it is
meaningless. Now if it were meaningless it could be written quickly without thought, without
pains, without erudition; but I assure you that these 20 pages now before us [i.e. chapter I.8]
cost me twelve hundred hours and an enormous expense of spirit. When the editor of Vanity
Fair asked Joyce if the sketches in Work in Progress were consecutive and interrelated, Joyce
replied helpfully "It is all consecutive and interrelated.".
And similarly he once informed a friend that "he conceived of his book as the dream of old
Finn,3 lying in death beside the river Liffey and watching the history of Ireland and the world –
past and future – flow through his mind like flotsam on the river of life.
The big obstacle to our comprehension of Finnegans Wake has been the failure to
connect with Joyce’sprofound ability to generate linkages and association with forms and
influences and add essences of meaning as in an and an "imitation of the dream-state and
2

In a letter written in 1877 Carroll explains 'uffish thought' and 'burble':
‘I am afraid I can't explain 'vorpal blade' for you - nor yet 'tulgey wood', but I did make an explanation once for
'uffish thought'! It seemed to suggest a state of mind when the voice is gruffish, the manner roughish, and the
temper huffish. Then again, as to 'burble' if you take the three verbs 'bleat, murmur, and warble' then select the bits
I have underlined, it certainly makes 'burble' though I am afraid I can't distinctly remember having made it in that
way.’
And in the preface to The Hunting of the Snark, Carroll defines 'frumious'
‘Take the two words 'fuming' and 'furious'. Make up your mind that you will say both words, but leave it unsettled
which you will say first. Now open your mouth and speak. If your thoughts incline ever so little towards 'fuming',
you will say 'fuming-furious'; if they turn, by even a hair's breadth, towards 'furious', you will say 'furiousfuming'; but if you have the rarest of gifts, a perfectly balanced mind, you will say 'fruminous'.

3

In the traditional ballad Finnegan’s Wake, the hod-carrier Tim Finnegan, born "with a love for the
liquor", falls from a ladder, breaks his skull, and is thought to be dead. The mourners at his wake
become rowdy, and spill whiskey over Finnegan's corpse, causing him to come back to life and join in
the celebrations. Whiskey causes both Finnegan's fall and his resurrection—whiskey is derived from the
Irish phrase uisce beatha , meaning "water of life".
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readers have perhaps too easily exercised unyielding literalism in every way antithetical to the
kind of meaning purveyed in this conscious/unconscious state of the self on the edge of
dreams.
John Bishop has also somewhat brought back into fashion the theory that the Wake is
about a single sleeper; arguing that it is not "the 'universal dream' of some disembodied global
everyman, but a reconstruction of the night – and a single night – as experienced by 'one stable
somebody' whose 'earwitness' [hence ‘Earwhicker’ ] on the real world is coherently
chronological." Bishop has laid the path for critics such as Eric Rosenbloom, who has proposed
that the book "elaborates the fragmentation and reunification of identity during sleep. The
masculine [...] mind of the day has been overtaken by the feminine night mind. [...] The
characters live in the transformation and flux of a dream, embodying the sleeper’s mind
Joyce is also reported as having told Arthur Power that "what is clear and concise can't
deal with our reality, for to be real is to be surrounded by mystery." On the subject of the vast
amount of puns employed in the work Joyce argued to Frank Budgeon that "after all, the Holy
Roman Catholic Apostolic Church was built on a pun. It ought to be good enough for me", 4
and to the objection of triviality he replied "Yes. Some of the means I use are trivial – and
some are quadrivial."
A great many of the book's puns are etymological5 in nature. Sources tell us that Joyce
relished delving into the history and the changing meanings of words, his primary source being
An Etymological Dictionary of the English Language by the Rev. Walter W. Skeat which is
quoted often in F W. And Samuel Beckett collated words from foreign languages on cards for
Joyce to use, and, as Joyce's eyesight worsened, wrote down the text from his dictation.
Beckett described and defended the writing style of Finnegans Wake thus:
‘This writing that you find so obscure is a
quintessential extraction of language and painting and gesture, with all the inevitable clarity of
the old inarticulation. Here is the savage economy of hieroglyphics.’ 6

4

Matthew 16:18, where Jesus tells Peter, "You are Peter, and on this rock I will build my Church."

5

Etymology is the study of the history of words, their origins, and how their form and meaning have
changed over time.
6 sternely struxk: Lawrence Sterne. “struxk” is some strange hybrid of “struck” ‘structure and if ‘styx’
the River Styx that perhaps links back to riverrun
larrons o’toolers: Ref to St. Laurence O’Toole? “Larron” is French for thief.
balbulous: ‘bibulous’, ‘billious’ possibly ‘bulbus’ and Babel, and Balbus as a Roman who built a
wall. Balbus aedificavit. Quoted several times by Joyce as it was a standard usage in Latin textbooks.
camibalistics, - suggests some form of man-eating cannon ?
Soangso - So and So with ang [anger or angst] in the middle, between them.
erigenating ‘originating’ and “Erigena” (John Scotius Erigena – ‘born in Ireland’, neo-platonist
philosopher) and an anagram of “eigenartig” (Ger: strange)
Caligulate – ‘Caligula’ and ‘calculate’ meaning perhaps paranoid machinations or cruel ‘method hidden
in madness’.
Come on, fool

porterful, hosiered woman blown monk sewer?: - consider “Comment vous portez-vous
aujourd’hui, mon blond monsieur?” French for “How are you today, my fair sir?”
phoenish – Finnish, Pheonix, phonetics
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“They lived and laughed and loved and left.”
Faced with the obstacles to be surmounted in "understanding" Joyce's text, a
handful of critics have suggested readers focus on the rhythm and sound of the language as
they would poetry, rather than solely on its "meaning." Patrick Watson has also argued this
point, writing ‘If you even mouth the words silently, suddenly what seemed incomprehensible (Hubert
Butler called it "Joyce's learned gibberish,") leaps into referential meaning, by its sound, since
page after page is rich in allusion to familiar phrases, parables, sayings of all kinds – and the
joyous and totally brilliant wordplay, over and over again imperceivable until you actually
listen to it – transforms what was an unrelievable agony into an adventure.’
Jaques Derrida quoting the aims of Edmund Husserl as achieved in Finnegans Wake –
In that work, Joyce stands as an exemplar of the equivocal, Joyce’s writing seeking “to repeat
and take responsibility for all equivocation itself, utilizing a language that could equalize the
greatest possible synchrony with the greatest potential for buried, accumulated, and interwoven
intentions within each linguistic atom, each vocable, each word, each simple proposition, in all
wordly cultures and their most ingenious forms (mythology, religion, sciences, arts, literature,
politics, philosophy, and so forth)” (EH 102/104).
Finnegans Wake is above all an essay in permanence. From its perspective, the hopeful or
fearful may learn to behold with a vast sympathy the prodigious upsurging and dissolution of
forms, the continual trans-valuation of values, the inevitable ambiguities, which are the stuff of
life and history. Through notes that finally become tuneable to our ears, we hear James Joyce
uttering his resilient, all-enjoying, all animating ‘Yes’, the yes of things yet to come; a yes
from beyond every zone of disillusionment, such as few have had the heart to utter.
[J.Campbell. A Skeleton Key to Finnegans Wake,
pxxiii]
The book ends with ALP as the great all-river of time dissolves back into the sea, victors
and losers, angels and demons, builders and destroyers are mothered, cherished, smothered and
replaced in her as she affirms and celebrates life in her flowing again into renewal.
The last line of the novel is an incomplete sentence that links the reader right back to the
opening, first, incomplete sentence that opens the narrative.
‘A way alone a last a loved a long the
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Notes - Joyce Portrait

‘Disheartened, he raised his eyes towards the slow- drifting clouds, dappled and seaborne.
They were voyaging across the deserts of the sky, a host of nomads on the march, voyaging
high over Ireland, westward bound. The Europe they had come from lay out there beyond the
Irish Sea, Europe of strange tongues and valleyed and woodbegirt and citadelled and of entrenched and marshalled races. He heard a confused music within him as of memories and
names which he was almost conscious of but could not capture even for an instant; then the
music seemed to recede, to recede, to recede ; and from each receding trail of nebulous
music
there fell always one long-drawn calling note, piercing like a star the dusk of silence. Again !
Again ! Again ! A voice from beyond the world was calling. ‘
[Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man p 194]

‘He was alone. He was unheeded, happy, and near to the wild heart of life. He was alone and
young and wilful and wildhearted, alone amid a waste of wild air and brackish waters and the
seaharvest of shells and tangle and veiled grey sunlight and gayelad lightclad
figures of children and girls and voices childish and girlish in the air.
A girl stood before him in midstream : alone and still, gazing out to sea. She seemed like one
whom magic had changed into the likeness of a strange and beautiful sea- bird. Her long
slender bare legs were delicate as a crane 's and pure save where an emerald trail of
seaweed
had fashioned itself as a sign upon the flesh. Her thighs, fuller and softhued as ivory, were
bared almost to the hips where the white fringes of her drawers were like feathering of soft
white down. Her slate-blue skirts were kilted boldly about her waist and dovetailed behind her.
Her bosom was as a bird's, soft and slight, slight and soft as the breast of some darkplumaged dove. But her long fair hair was girlish: and girlish, and touched with the wonder of
mortal beauty, her face.
She was alone and still, gazing out to sea; and when
she felt his presence and the worship of his eyes her
eyes turned to him in quiet sufferance of his gaze, without shame or wantonness. Long, long she suffered his
gaze and then quietly withdrew her eyes from his and
bent them towards the stream, gently stirring the water
with her foot hither and thither. The first faint noise
of gently moving water broke the silence, low and faint
and whispering, faint as the bells of sleep; hither and
thither, hither and thither: and a faint flame trembled
on her cheek.
— Heavenly God ! cried Stephen's soul, in an outburst of profane joy.’
[ibid p 199 web full text]]

Joyce – Ullyses
Another slice of bread and butter: three, four: right. She didn't
The cat mewed in answer and stalked again stiffly round a leg of the table, mewing. Just how
she stalks over my writingtable. Prr. Scratch my head. Prr.
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Mr Bloom watched curiously, kindly the lithe black form. Clean to see: the gloss of her sleek
hide, the white button under the butt of her tail, the green flashing eyes. He bent down to her,
his hands on his knees.
--Milk for the pussens, he said. --Mrkgnao! the cat cried.
They call them stupid. They understand what we say better than we understand them. She
understands all she wants to. Vindictive too. Cruel. Her nature. Curious mice never squeal.
Seem to like it. Wonder what I look like to her. Height of a tower? No, she can jump me.
--Afraid of the chickens she is, he said mockingly. Afraid of the chookchooks. I never saw
such a stupid pussens as the pussens.
Cruel. Her nature. Curious mice never squeal. Seem to like it.
--Mrkrgnao! the cat said loudly. She blinked up out of her avid shameclosing eyes, mewing
plaintively and long, showing him her milkwhite teeth. He watched the dark eyeslits narrowing
with greed till her eyes were green stones. Then he went to the dresser, took the jug Hanlon's
milkman had just filled for him, poured warmbubbled milk on a saucer and set it slowly on the
floor.
--Gurrhr! she cried, running to lap.
He watched the bristles shining wirily in the weak light as she tipped three times and licked
lightly. Wonder is it true if you clip them they can't mouse after. Why? They shine in the dark,
perhaps, the tips. Or kind of feelers in the dark, perhaps.
.
.
[Ullyses - web Full text]

‘Under the upswelling tide he saw the writhing weeds lift languidly and sway reluctant arms,
hising up their petticoats, in whispering water swaying and upturning coy silver fronds. Day by
day: night by night: lifted, flooded and let fall. Lord, they are weary; and, whispered to,
they sigh. Saint Ambrose heard it, sigh of leaves and waves, waiting, awaiting the fullness of
their times, DIEBUS AC NOCTIBUS INIURIAS PATIENS INGEMISCIT 7.To no end gathered;
vainly then released, forthflowing, wending back: loom of the moon. Weary too in sight of
lovers, lascivious men, a naked woman shining in her courts, she draws a toil of waters.
Five fathoms out there. Full fathom five thy father lies. At one, hesaid. Found drowned. High
water at Dublin bar. Driving before it a loose drift of rubble, fanshoals of fishes, silly shells. A
corpse rising saltwhite from the undertow, bobbing a pace a pace a porpoise landward. There
he is. Hook it quick. Pull. Sunk though he be beneath the watery
floor. We have him. Easy now.
Bag of corpsegas sopping in foul brine. A quiver of minnows, fat of a spongy titbit, flash
through the slits of his buttoned trouserfly. God becomes man becomes fish becomes
barnacle goose becomes featherbed mountain. Dead breaths I living breathe, tread dead
dust, devour a ruinous offal from all dead. Hauled stark over the gunwale he breathes upward
the stench of his green grave, his leprous nosehole snoring to the sun.’
.
[Ullyses - web Full text]
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"Days and nights it patiently groans over wrongs." T Ambrose’ Commentary on Romans :8:.22 “
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